Beware!!!

Not all powdercoating is the same. Our fences go through a special multi-stage pre-treatment that ensures
the coating will adhere properly and does surpass the strict Australian Standards testing. Tests show coating on fences
that are not pre-treated properly will fail within one tenth of the minimum time required to meet the Australian
Standard AS4506 for powdercoated products.
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Stockade

Cardinal

Curved Tops

Sentinel

Regal

Double Top Rail

Flat Top

Double Flat

Ascot

Circles

Scrolls

Dalkeith

Grand

Excelcior

Mariner

Slats

Garrison

Metal Pickets

Warranty
We are proud of the products we produce, however in any manufacturing process there
can be occasions where a defect occurs. Fencespot guarantee that should your fence have a fabrication
or installation defect within 2 years we will rectify it for you.
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Call Fencespot today on 9303 2025
69 Inspiration Drive, Wangara, WA 6065 email: sales@fencespot.com.au

Manufacturers of Fences and Gates for all locations
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There are plenty of other fencing companies so why choose Fencespot?
Because we have the experience and expertise to provide what you need when you need it.
Because our quality is equal to or better than anything on the market.
Because we make to measure for your site saving wastage and money. Because we strive to keep our overheads down so that our prices are always very reasonable.
Because we don’t just talk the talk, we walk the walk and back it up with a 2 year warranty
Because we really do care.

Tubular fences

Slats • Pickets • Louvers

Glass

Security

Our great range of tubular
styles will compliment any
home and can be made
from steel or aluminium.
The tubular steel we
use is Australian made
to Australian standards.
This gal-tube steel has
the highest coating of galvanizing on the market and is excellent
for most locations. While aluminium is a lighter material and not
quite as robust as steel, it resists corrosion and is ideally suited
to seaside locations or beside salt water pools. A few years ago
aluminium cost three times as much as steel. Now the costs are
much the same, however the saving by using aluminium in a
marine environment instead of steel that requires special protective
coatings are truly substantial.

Aluminium slats have
almost totally replaced
timber because they will
not rot, warp or need
repainting. This modern
fencing design can be
powdercoated in almost
any colour to suit your
décor. When we press a decorative top into one end and run the
picket vertically it becomes the finest picket fence around. For
those who prefer the natural timber look, our cedar smartwood
slats have the look without the maintenance.

The fence you look straight
through. With China’s
excellent quality products
recently entering the
market, prices have dropped
considerably making glass
a very viable option. Our
glass fences can be either
frameless or semi-frameless. The up market frameless fence is
installed onto small metal mounts so there are no posts to be seen.
If your budget does not extend to this then our semi-frameless
fence is a great alternative. The glass panels are installed between
aluminium posts that can be painted any colour you choose. If you
are concerned about dirty glass then let us apply the enduro-shield
to take the effort out of keeping the fence clean.

Whether you want to keep
the robbers out or whether
you need to keep them
in once they are caught,
we have the product for
you. Our standard range
of fences is ideal for the
domestic market, but when
the situation calls for a higher specification our heavy duty range
will meet every expectation.

100 colours to choose from
Powdercoating is an oven baked finish
that not only looks great but is extremely
durable. There are more than 100 colours
to choose from and we now carry a
special ‘fence grade’ range that is made to
withstand our harsh Aussie climate.

Gates
Big gates, little gates; we make them all, from single access gates
to swing or sliding driveway
gates that can be fully
automated. We engineer
each gate for each location,
and while any of our
standard fencing styles may
be used for gates, you may
even ask for something
unique.

Commercial Projects
At Fencespot we are not
limited to small domestic
jobs. We are contracted
to provide the fencing
and gates for many
schools, sub-divisions and
commercial sites all over
Perth. We have the quality
and expertise to win the
confidence of government, councils and developers and when it
comes to price advantage we are well positioned in the market
place.

